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An economist who once worked for the federal Treasury, Stephen Anthony, describes the Morrison
government’s federal budget this week as “a requiem”. But whose funeral is it?

Responsible government financial management, for starters. The Liberals who contemptuously
dismiss this budget as “Whitlamesque” do Gough a grave injustice. As a proportion of the economy,
the debt and deficit in this Josh Frydenberg budget is vastly bigger than anything Whitlam
committed.

The new term of abuse for fiscal wantonness could be “Frydenbergian”. Or “Morrisonian”, depending
on who wants to take responsibility.
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Whitlam’s biggest deficit was equivalent to 1.8 per cent of Australia’s economy, or GDP. This year’s
will be equal to 5 per cent of GDP, according to the budget papers. More than double.

Last year’s deficit was much bigger at 7.8 per cent of GDP but that was in the depths of the
downturn; this year’s occurs in the midst of a decisive upswing.

Yet this year’s 5 per cent is not only a deeper deficit than Whitlam’s worst, it’s also worse than under
any government in the nearly half-century since. Remember how the Liberals fumed over the Rudd
government’s stimulus spending in the global financial crisis? Rudd’s deepest deficit was 4.2 per cent
of GDP; Keating’s, after the recession of the early 1990s, was 4.1.

Even if you excuse the Morrison deficit as justifiable in the extreme circumstances of a pandemic,
there is no excuse for the fact that the budget has no credible plan to get rid of the debt.

Senior Liberals are livid. Morrison is very lucky that they are too loyal to the Liberal Party to say so
publicly. A summary of the private critique: “A trillion-dollar debt and no plan to ever pay it back.
It’s not the spending, it’s the debt. It’s reckless.”

No one seriously challenges the desirability of the big new outlays for social policy – for aged care,
for mental health, for childcare. The question is how the big new outlays are managed within the
larger framework of taxes and revenue. To keep Australia’s debt manageable.

And whether you ask the cool-headed, apolitical technocrat Ken Henry or the hot-headed, right-
wing populist Nationals MP Barnaby Joyce, the answer is that this government is not managing it
well.

The former Nationals leader is not as constrained as senior Liberals in speaking his mind. “This is
why so many people like to get into politics,” Barnaby Joyce tells me. “They have authority over
money, multiple hundreds of times more than the wealth of many of the richest in Australia. This
may be exciting but dangerous – especially when their last occupation was as political staffer, union
official or mid-level solicitor.”

Stephen Anthony, a former budget examiner for the Treasury and now head of consultancy
Macroeconomics, says: “The budget is a requiem for robust, rules-based policy.”

Josh Frydenberg may now lend his name to budgets that clock up astronomical debt.
ALEX ELLINGHAUSEN
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Specifically, it’s likely to take Australia’s hard-won AAA credit rating to the grave with it, he says,
probably next year. He’s not the only one to think so. The Commonwealth Bank’s experts agree.

And the Charter of Budget Honesty crafted by Peter Costello a quarter-century ago is dead. Killed by
a Liberal government. The charter guided the governments of John Howard, Kevin Rudd, Julia
Gillard, Tony Abbott and Malcolm Turnbull. Buried by Scott Morrison.

The charter commits governments to “achieving budget surpluses, on average, over the economic
cycle”. Ken Henry, former secretary of the Treasury and former Reserve Bank board member, says
this budget is “inconsistent with the Charter of Budget Honesty”.

“Here’s the big thing,” says Henry, who served the Howard and Rudd governments as secretary.
“Let’s assume we’re well out of this recession and unemployment is under five per cent,” which is
what the budget forecasts over the next couple of years.

“The projections show that even after 10 years with the economy growing at trend and
unemployment under 5 per cent, we are still going to have a deficit of 1.5 per cent of GDP. I would
want to see a surplus of 1 per cent of GDP, not a deficit of 1.5 per cent. That’s a very big gap of 2.5
per cent of GDP; that’s $50 billion. There’s going to be a massive adjustment to the revenue side of
the budget or the spending side of the budget, or both,” he tells me.

Barnaby Joyce has a knack for making the abstract concrete: “The gross debt will reach $1.22 trillion
in 2024-25. The best way to understand this amount is if you lay $100 bills end to end they would go
around the world close to 50 times. This does worry me. So we must show a definite path out.
Although current interest rates are at the lowest in the history of the world, they won’t stay there.”

I haven’t fact-checked Joyce’s planetary encirclement count. But it’s true that interest rates today are
their lowest in known history, for at least 5000 years, according to research by the Bank of England.
They couldn’t find any earlier records.

Former Treasury secretary Ken Henry says the budget is inconsistent with the Charter
Of Budget Honesty. DOMINIC LORRIMER
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Senior Liberals are livid. Morrison is very lucky that they are too

loyal to the Liberal Party to say so publicly

And this budget doesn’t show a way out. But what of the government’s claim that it does?

It says it has found a way out, a magic formula to solve the problem. The government says that if the
economy is growing at a rate higher than the rate of interest it has to pay on its debt, then the debt
will gradually shrink as a proportion of the economy. And so it’s all sustainable.

Henry agrees that the magic formula is a simple piece of arithmetic, “but is that the best test of debt
sustainability? I say not. The real test is this – when the next crisis arrives, can you go into the
market with 100 per cent confidence that you can borrow whatever is required?

“That’s the real test of debt sustainability – there’s no room for being complacent about our stock of
debt.”

But Morrison and Frydenberg tell us that the pandemic is a once-in-a-century event. So are we being
a little harsh on its newfound embrace of debt and deficit? Recall that the global financial crisis was
described as a once-in-a-century event. Australia’s season of fire a couple of years ago was also a
once-in-a-century event. So were the floods in the year past. And what about other shocks that
seemed unimaginable just a couple of years ago? China’s political coercion in the form of trade
sanctions on Australian exports, for instance? There is plenty of scope for multiple once-in-a-
century events to coincide. Just because we are facing one does not preclude another. We don’t have
a century to recover.

But, of course, Morrison planned the budget as part of a different kind of funeral. He plans to bury
Labor politically at the forthcoming election. The budget was more about politics than economics.
And, based on Labor’s reaction so far, Morrison might get away with it.

Anthony Albanese’s budget reply was a placeholder. He had no idea how to respond to the budget.
He served up Labor’s reheated tropes and decorated them with a couple of new policy goodies –
more social housing, for example, and a leg-up for students with start-up ideas. This is neither a
budget nor an election speech.

Treasurer Josh Frydenberg and Prime Minister Scott Morrison will share ownership of
the budget, for better or worse. ALEX ELLINGHAUSEN
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Albanese critiqued the budget: “This budget offers a low growth, low productivity and low wage
future – and a trillion dollars of debt – is that really the best we can aspire to?” He’s right. But he
proposed no solution to the economic underperformance that the budget foresees, and no answer to
the trillion dollars of debt.

Morrison has stunned Labor with his unconstrained debt and deficit; Albanese was a rabbit in the
political headlights. The budget reply was his lips moving with no response emerging.

What does Labor do? Three options. Accept the full Morrison fiscal blowout and just reorder the
political priorities a bit within the same debt envelope? That way Albanese has just as much money
to splash about, but is no more irresponsible than the government.

Or does Labor accept the premise that debt is good? It could spend even more, but would be accused
of being even more reckless than the government.

Or does Labor do what Kevin Rudd did to John Howard in 2007 and attack from the right: “This sort
of reckless spending must stop.” Labor could position itself as the responsible party.

The trap here is that Morrison will then demand Labor prove how it would spend less money, and
where it would cut. And if Labor can’t do so competently, Morrison will run a big scare campaign
about how Labor will cut all your favourite services.

While Labor thinks about it, a much sharper rebuke to Morrison has been delivered. Not by Albanese
but by the US financial markets. Within 24 hours of Frydenberg delivering the budget, the US
reported an inflationary surge. And we all know what happens when inflation surges – interest rates
go up. And that’s exactly what happened to US treasury bond rates.

So what, you may wonder? The Australian budget says that the big new debt burden is sustainable
because it estimates the average rate of interest on the debt over the next decade will be 1.6 per
cent. The rate on US 10-year treasury bonds now exceeds that. And the US recovery is only partway
through. Frydenberg must be feeling very lucky to assume Australia need pay no more than 1.6 per
cent on its national debt for the next decade. Or very irresponsible.

“There really is no strategy,” to deal with the debt, concludes Ken Henry. Only one to deal with the
Labor party.

Peter Hartcher is political editor.
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